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Video Games: Violence, Politics, Stories
by Alexander Voses

The video game industry was recently attacked. Not by weapons, but by words. False accusations and a biased viewpoint have been used to tell people lies about games.
Contrary to popular belief, video games do not make killers. This is simply a fact. Then why do people portray video games as all ultra-violent shooters and blood fests? Why
hide the beautiful indie narratives and vast open worlds? I know: To avoid talking about a valid point. Why play these games at all in the first place? It is important that we do.
Violence: What We Are Looking at All Wrong
It is a well-known fact that video games have been linked to violence in the past. The facts which aren’t recognized, however, are hidden in much more recent, contemporary
studies. Even the Supreme Court has ruled multiple times on the issue of violence in video games in favor of the gaming industry. It has even been proven that video games can
reduce violent crime, as evidenced in the Southern Economic Journal article “Violent Video Games and Violent Crime.” The truth about many anti-video game studies is that they
utilize bias to draw their conclusions. Two hundred and thirty psychologists, media scholars, and criminologists signed an open letter that refuted a study by the American Psychological Association that linked video games to violent behavior.
Politics: So Why All the Lies?
There is a solid and definitive reason for these lies: video games are a scapegoat. Why else bring up this debate which
was settled long ago? Most people have overcome their misgivings over video games and they have been accepted in our
culture. Now, this issue is being raised to the forefront to distract from a larger and more modern issue: gun control. When
individuals would rather ban video games than restrict guns, they are drawing energy away from the conversation at hand.
It is quite clear that video games are protected by the First Amendment, which the Entertainment Software Association- the
agency that represents the game industry- has proven many times. If gun control is an issue so important that a debate
from years past must be resurfaced to detract from it, then why isn’t more being done about that issue?
Stories: More Than Just Games
When I play a game, I play it for a few reasons: I want to have fun, I want to experience something new and, most importantly, I play it for its story. Video games are a powerful and interactive medium through which game developers can tell
stories of their choosing. Video games can share messages with us in more ways than one. Immersive worlds and characters with whom we can relate draw us into the narrative. The slightest sound or piece of music can shape our perception of
a moment and enhance how engaged we are. Visuals can tell an abstract or lifelike story all depending on how the player interprets it. Some games with moving narratives
which I have played include Celeste, A Night In The Woods, and NORTH, just to name a few. I could name so many more but there are so many stories to be learned from
games that it would be almost impossible.
Video games were attacked, but we will fight back. The Games for Change Foundation has made a response (you can watch it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWZtbfBGjIg) that has as powerful of a positive message as the video shown at a White House meeting had a negative message. So why play games? We all have different reasons,
but games unite more people than they divide, and today’s games make now the best time to be a gamer.

Guns Don’t Kill People, Bullets Do:
Bullet Control and Why It Works
by Nicolas Liu

Orlando. Vegas. Parkland. The cycle repeats, over and over again.
A shooting happens, people get angry, people demand change, and then it all
dies down. Then another shooting happens. Ever since the 1990s, America’s gun
culture has spiraled out of control. More and more shootings occur every year, and
we seem powerless to do anything. People protest, politicians propose new legislation, organizations petition for change. Why isn’t anything working? Well, the answer is explained in a quote by former talk show host Michael Badnarik. He said,
“Don’t even think about taking my guns. My rights are not negotiable, and I am totally unwilling to compromise when it comes to the Second Amendment.” Every
time we get even the remotest bit close to getting somewhere, gun fanatics like
Badnarik start going crazy over the Second Amendment.
So we can’t take away the guns. But the key point here is that guns don’t kill
people. Bullets do. And if trying to take away guns won’t save lives, taking away
bullets definitely will. Bullet control was first proposed by former New York Senator
Daniel Moynihan. He suggested a 10,000% tax on privately purchased bullets. His
reasoning is explained in a 2010 New York Times letter to the editor by Larry
Nessenson. Nessenson writes, “Guns remain functional for centuries. If the private
purchase of bullets is controlled, the stockpile of bullets will diminish over time.”
Guns need bullets to shoot, and, if there are no bullets, there are no deaths.
Moynihan is then quoted in a NY Daily News article by Harry Siegel (2018). The
article says that, currently, most bullets are cheaper than cigarettes. We taxed cigarettes, and the smoking rate is down lower than ever. If we tax bullets, the same
effect would happen. Anyone can order thousands of rounds for less than 50 dollars. The 150 shots that tragically ended the lives of 17 people in Parkland cost
less than 10 dollars. If we follow Moynihan’s plan, bullets would be harder to purchase, and a tremendous number of lives would be saved. Taxing bullets isn’t the
only way bullet control can be imposed. Currently, people can buy as many bullets
as they want, and, with the growth of online shopping, stockpiling bullets has become easier than ever. Hundreds of bullets can be purchased with a click of a button. To further prevent mass shootings, we can limit the amount of bullets people
can buy at a time. Buying new bullets would also require proof that the old ones
were used up. Additionally, bullets can be held at secure holding places at shooting ranges or hunting lodges for people who say that they need bullets for hunting
or target practice. The funding needed to make these changes would come from
the tax money on bullets. All of these ways would limit the amount of bullets people would own, and would reduce the risk of a catastrophical shooting.
The shooting crisis and gun mania in America needs to stop. If there is too
much controversy over guns that we can’t do anything progressive, we need to
start doing something about bullets. In the end, guns don’t kill people, bullets do.

Why Screen Time Is Killing
the Next Generation
by Jill Wang and Helen Tang

Most children spend an average of two hours a day on electronics. That’s not very
healthy for developing and growing brains. Overuse in electronics can lead to sleep
problems, cyberbullying, and negative performance at school. This is a terrible price to
pay for just an hour or so of screen time fun. Also, studies show that internet addiction
can lead to structural changes in the brain involving emotional processing, executive attention, decision making, and cognitive control. These can really affect students’ performances in school and their morals. Even if some kids aren’t “addicted,” they still
regularly over-play games on their tablets. This can still lead to suffering from sensory
overload, lack of restorative sleep, and a hyper-aroused nervous system. These children
can become impulsive, moody, and inattentive.
One of the biggest downfalls of too much screen time is the element of passivity. Children are sitting around all day engaging in a passive activity and they are not moving
their bodies. Time in front of a screen means time away from sports, outdoor activities, or
just active playtime. Obesity is another downfall of spending too much time on screens.
When children sit down in front of a TV, they tend to snack mindlessly without realizing
their calorie intake. Screen time can also interfere with creativity. While on screens, children are receiving information, not using their imaginations.
Overall, kids playing their favorite games on tablets isn’t the best idea. Playing too
much will just cause more problems down the road. But, we can’t stop you from playing
just one round of Fortnite!
Resources
1)http://www.henryfordlivewell.com/2-hours-of-screen-time-for-your-child-thepros-and-cons/
2)https://www.cnn.com/2017/11/15/health/screen-time-averagesparenting/index.html
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by Amy McKiernan

Although our school maybe a sanctuary compared to surrounding schools, it doesn’t mean that it’s going to be
picture-perfect. Our school definitely has some flaws, one of them being student stress. There is so much competition going on in our school about grades, popularity, and material objects. First, I will address the topic of grades.
There is so much pressure to be a straight-A student and to get the best grades possible. It can be degrading
when you score lower on a test than your peers. There’s also pressure from parents and pressure about getting
into a good school.
Another major issue is popularity. Many people feel like they need to be incredibly popular and have the most
friends. People also want a sense of acceptance and a sense of being the best. Everybody wants friends, and nobody wants to be an outcast.
The last cause of stress is the perpetual competition over material objects. Many people today aren’t original,
and everyone follows the new trends. If somebody has a really nice, expensive bracelet, people feel the need to
follow suit. The deep-rooted reason for all of this competition is the fact that people need to be accepted and loved,
and most yearn for that feeling of being the best.
There is so much competition between peers. It may be hard for us students to get past this because we can’t
change our ways easily. No matter how much you try, your insecurities will still be there. You can’t overlook them.
While almost everyone else accepts you for who you are, your hardest critic is yourself. The last step to overcoming these problems and obstacles, is to accept yourself, and to stop comparing yourself to others.

We Need to Sleep!
by Zoe Lin

School begins way too early. At our school, school starts at 8:15 a.m.; however, many buses require students to
wake up before 7:45, the latest. The school buses are also a main source of transportation causing this to be the
reality for many. I understand that one benefit of an early start in school would be the fact that it allows students to
participate in more after school activities and extracurriculars. However, even with this said, there are definitely still
more benefits associated with letting students sleep in and starting school later than forcing students to wake up
ridiculously early.
One of the many benefits of starting school at a later time would be that it would improve learning in students.
This has been scientifically proven by the Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement at the University of Minnesota. Students who got more sleep earned better grades than the students who did not. Another
benefit would be the decrease in tardiness. Research proves that less students are late when they are allowed
more sleep. This also demonstrates why starting school later would be a beneficial change in our school.
This may be a difficult problem to solve because of our usual routines in the school. Many students and staff
are used to this early start of the day and by changing this it may cause confusion in many people, as well as a
confusion in the schedule itself. Without a doubt, solving this problem requires a big change in our school and
change is not easy. It will require lots of work, but in the end, it will be worth it. This is because there will be a positive improvement in our school’s atmosphere, the overall grades will be better, and the amount tardiness will decrease. By making this change, the school will be a better and greater learning environment.
A solution to this issue would be starting school at 8:45 a.m. or later. By giving students just 30 more minutes of
sleep, it could cause a positive impact on their learning experience. We’ll need to change the schedules of the
classes and buses, but it should not be too difficult because we can just push back our regular schedule by 30 minutes. This includes the bus times and class times. Although change is hard, we can get through it. There will always be change and we need to get used to it. We cannot allow change to prevent us from moving forward into a
brighter future.

Does Making Your Bed Help?
by Abigail Kim

Has it ever occured to you that making your bed each day when you wake up could actually help you?

Well, I want to tell you something. Wake up, make your bed, and
off you go.
If your day is sour, you can come home and see the bed YOU
MADE in the morning. It will remind you that you made your own
bed and that you were productive. The next day you can wake up
and see a new day. Make your bed. If you don’t make your bed and
your day is bad, you come home to see another thing you DIDN’T
DO.
Make your bed! It will take you a simple three minutes a day!
Dear readers, take up the challenge to make your bed each day!
As a result, you may feel satisfied and happy over an everyday chore.
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Pennies from Hell
by William Pyun

Hey, you know that really cool experiment that turns a penny green after you
drench it in vinegar for a day or two? Yeah, that’s, like, the only thing pennies
are useful for. Sorry, Lincoln, but your face has to find somewhere else to be because the US should cease making pennies. For one, they’re worth near nothing
now, thanks to inflation. Secondly, they’re harmful for the environment. Lastly,
they cost the government way too much money. I think it’s common cents (wahahaha) that the penny should be given the boot.
There are lots of things you can do with a penny. As aforementioned, you can
change its color. You can spend it on eBay to get two expired ink cartridges. You
can use it to teach people about probability. You can eat it, like my dad did when
he was young. The penny is worthless. I use the present tense for a reason; the
penny was once more desirable than it is today. A few decades ago, a penny
was worth what a nickel is now, thanks to inflation. I’m saying this because, in
the words of the author of many bestselling books, John Green, “In 1972, our
economy managed to function just fine without having a coin that was worth one
fifths of a penny.” Before we know it, nickels will become worthless as well, and
dimes will replace the nickel, and the penny will become even more useless
than it is now... if that’s even possible. You’ll get dirty looks from cashiers if you
pay with pennies. They weigh down your pockets. Even most parking meters,
vending machines, and automatic toll booths don’t accept pennies- that’s how
worthless they are! A bike store chain in California called Mike’s Bikes announced that they weren’t going to accept pennies as a valid currency any
longer. Some Chipotles in New Jersey rounded their prices up to the nearest
nickel. When customers complained, they rounded it down to the nearest nickel.
Pennies are pretty much stale already. The Frank Sinatra song goes, “Don’t you
know each cloud contains, pennies from heaven. You'll find your fortunes falling,
all over the town.” However, there has to be a hurricane for anyone to make fortunes out of a bunch of pennies. Although, pennies magically falling from the sky
would be preferable to how they’re actually made.
Not sure about anyone else, but when I think copper I also think pennies.
However, usmint.gov states that pennies today contain less than 3% of copper,
and the rest is zinc. Essentially, pennies are just copper plated zinc coins. All
that copper and zinc for the billions of pennies made yearly has to come from
somewhere. They’re retrieved from zinc mines like The Red Dog Mine, the
world’s largest zinc mine according to the Northern Alaska Environmental Center. The problem with this is that, as claimed by the US Environmental Protection
Agency(EPA), zinc ores contain 11% or less metallic zinc, and rest are other
metals, including toxic ones like cadmium and lead that are harmful to humans.
In addition, the EPA claims that that the The Red Dog Mine is “by far” the #1 polluter on their list, because of large amounts of heavy metal and “lead rich mining
tailings”. I don’t even know what those are, but it doesn’t sound good. Furthermore, Mike’s Bikes, that bike store chain from earlier, claimed that their main
reason for rejecting the penny was because of concern for the environment,
saying that “The process of refining both metals can release sulfur dioxide, lead,
and zinc into the environment.” The toxins in the mines contaminate its surroundings. It also takes energy to extract zinc from the ore, and roll it out and
stamp it. In addition, designlife-cycle.com states that just transporting pennies to
banks puts about 1.5 million metric tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere
yearly. Yes, carbon dioxide is a natural product of nature, and plants do use it for
photosynthesis, but there’s a reason our bodies label it as waste. As a greenhouse gas, too much carbon dioxide creates a cover that traps the sun's heat
energy in the atmospheric bubble, warming the planet and the oceans. It results
in a change of Earth’s climate and weather patterns. Despite its name, the
greenhouse effect isn’t good for the environment at all. I’m sure you learn something like that in earth science class in the eighth grade.
The penny isn’t just a disadvantage for the people, but it has depleted the US
of some of our wealth as well. There are two US coins that cost more to make
than what they are worth. According to Gene Kim of the Business Insider, the
one cent coin takes 1.43 cents to make. This means the US spends roughly 18
billion dollars on pennies. We’ve also used much more money to make nickels
and pennies years before. People who want to keep the penny argue that if we
ditched the penny, the nickel would become the most produced coin, and it
costs the US much more to make the nickel, which takes 7.44 cents to make.
There’s a simple solution; ban the nickel as well! The dime costs 3.54 cents to
produce which is much less than its face value. Australia banned their one cent
coin. So did Canada. Also, according to usmint.gov, we’ve gotten rid of coins like
the “half cent” without a problem. Want to become an even bigger, more dominant country, America? Here’s a tip! Eliminate the penny and the nickel!
So why haven’t we ditched the penny? Well, it seems Americans love
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for Common Cents, in 2014, the year of the ice bucket challenge, two thirds
of Americans wanted to keep the penny. However, if you go up to any seventh grade mathematics teacher and tell them this, they’ll respond that this
survey is BIASED! It was a survey held by a pro penny group. These kinds
of surveys are called voluntary response or self selected samples. This
means that the people involved are only those who want to participate. It’s
like asking second grade girls if they like Jake Paul, or asking a bunch of
four-year-olds if they like broccoli. The results will be skewed! Many Americans wouldn’t know or care about the survey because it wasn’t required. I
know I wasn’t aware of this poll in 2014. I was watching ice bucket challenge
videos. Other penny paramours argue that the penny honors the president
who outlawed slavery. That’s just an idiotic reason to keep the penny,
though. First of all, his face is already on the five dollar bill, which is of much
more value than a penny. He even has a whole memorial dedicated to him in
D.C. Secondly, if I were Honest Abe, I’d want my face on a coin with much
more value, not on something that can be used to buy virtually nothing that’s
not on eBay or the black market. Maybe hanging on Washington’s ponytail or
something.
Now, I know what you’re thinking. While the second amendment is being
questioned and state tests are being debated over, you are sitting here rambling about pennies? We’ve had a lot of fads in the past that we drooled
over. Fidget spinners, Beyblade, the Wii U, MySpace, the dab, and that
Ugandan Knuckles meme. All these things died out quickly. We “killed” these
things because they were of no more value to us. The penny was worth
something while it lasted, some couple decades, but now it’s time to kill, the
way we murdered the two dollar bill, the half cent, and Vine. On the plus
side, we can save the environment and millions of dollars.

The Conflict of Gun Control

by Siddharth Gilra
On February 14, 2018, 19-year old Nikolas Cruz committed a mass
shooting attack at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland,
Florida. This deadly massacre took 14 student lives along with 3 adult lives.
There were 17 more wounded victims. At 2:19 PM, on the day of the
planned attack, Cruz reached Stoneman Douglas High School by an Uber.
Armed with an AR-15 style semi automatic rifle, Cruz haphazardly started
firing at students and teachers in the hallways. About two minutes later, a
staff member heard the shots and immediately activated a code red lockdown. And, in just a matter of six minutes, the shooter dropped his rifle on
the 3rd floor and blended in with running staff and students. Eventually, the
police caught him. Cruz was charged with 17 counts of first degree murder,
and was locked up in the Broward County Jail. What would it be like to feel
unsafe in your own school that you attend everyday, hoping that you will
learn something different? This is how the teenagers at Parkland felt. In
2012, a gunman killed 26 people and himself at Sandy Hook Elementary
School in Newtown, Connecticut. Since then, there have been more than
1,600 mass shootings in the United States. According to Gun Violence
Archive.org, about 13,000 gun violence incidents happened, either minor or
major, in 2018.
Congress has been asked to make restrictions on the Second Amendment of the Constitution, but no plan has come out of the Senate. After the
Parkland School attacks, President Trump came up with a plan for ending
gun violence, which was signed into action immediately. This plan extends
the age of buying all guns from 18 to 21 years, which is helpful, but also
calls for arming teachers with guns to deter potential shooters in the future.
This seems to be disruptive to the safety of students. How can students
learn and, at the same time, know that their teacher has a gun? Arming
teachers in schools is not the best option. There are many other ways to
help keep schools safe and stop gun violence. Such options can be to reduce easy access to guns, to make restrictions in the Second Amendment,
to prevent the sale of firearms to people deemed to be mentally unfit, and to
establish a Code of Conduct that should be followed by all gun dealers. Unfortunately, any idea you can think of won’t have any effect unless Congress
or the White House endorses and enforces such an action to stop violence.
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Students on Team Wonder got into the spirit of

the Olympic games during their flex classes. Students explored the geography of the 2018 Olympic
competitors, wrote sijo poems--a Korean poem
similar to the haiku, tried cafeteria curling, designed their own medals, and used their knowledge of probability to move down the luge rack.

A
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On
April 16-18, 7th grade
students visited the DNA
Learning Center in Cold Spring
Harbor.

Love, Simon

On April 12, the GSA went on a field trip to
see the movie!!

?
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Poetry Cocoa House

March:
Youth Art
Month

On Thursday, April 19, the English Department hosted this
annual event! Students flocked to the event to read poetry,
create poetry, and indulge in some sweet treats!

South Middle School,
led by Mrs. Smith,
kicked off Youth Art
Month through their
Advisories at the start
of March. Students
decorated a Keith Haring cut-out with their
artistic vision of South
Middle School. All
Keith Harings were collected and displayed in
the main lobby hallway
to inspire SMS students to “keep drawing,” just like Keith
Haring did.

CAC News:

The Community Action Committee

sent banners to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School to show support from our SMS
family. SMS students and staff alike signed their names along with messages of hope and
strength. CAC members also have been creating birthday cards for teens at local homeless shelters
such as Bethany House, Nassau Haven, and Hope for Youth.

On March 14, SMS students showed their support for and unity with the students at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, FL. Some students decided to show their solidarity with students across the country by walking to the front of the school. Others chose to watch the moving tribute
created by Mr. Zahn. It was a powerful 17 minutes that meant so much to so many at our school and at
schools across America.
A big “Thank you!” to Mrs. Cirelli-Rogers for purchasing the red #SD #Parkland Strong bracelets for all of
our SMS students.
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Are Families Spending Too Much On
Youth Sports?

NFL Preseason Predictions

by Alex Xu

Do you know how much your parents are spending on your
sports? If you don’t know, it is VERY expensive. First, it will help
to know exactly how much sports cost. Depending on what type
of sport you do, team sports are usually more expensive for kids.
Leading these expensive sports are lacrosse, which, on average, costs around $8,000 and hockey that can cost around
$7,000. These sports are expensive, especially if you are on
travel teams. But these sports are expensive because they require a lot of equipment. Other sports, such as basketball or soccer, are cheaper because they require little equipment.
Now, to add to the cost, if you have competitions or personal
trainers, the cost could be a lot more. On average, such additions could cost anywhere from an extra $200 to $2000 for competitions and travel fees. Personal trainers cost an average of
$50 an hour and really could range up to $160. With personal
trainers, depending on your skill level, your cost will vary greatly.
Your cost is also affected by how often you are training each
week. Where do you stand?
You are probably wondering WHY parents spend so much on
youth sports. Like with kids, many parents have a kind of peer
pressure. When parents see another family's child becoming
successful in a particular area, they want to keep up. According
to Forbes.com, some parents are willing to spend all of this
money on sports because they believe that their child could go
professional, compete in the Olympics, or get an athletic scholarship to a university. Do you fit into this article at all? I think that
parents are spending too much on sports. I think this because
the average American family income is only about $59,000.
Spending thousands of dollars on sports is very extreme. But,
that is only my humble opinion.
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by Luke Boyer and Sebastian Lennox

Yes, we do know that the NFL season is almost five months away, but it’s never too early
for some predictions. The Patriots dynasty may be close to over, but the new legacy of
the 49ers is just beginning. With the free-agent market buzzing with activity, cap space
is opening up while teams let go of some of their star players. The first fully guaranteed
contract was just made by the Vikings for 84 million dollars for Kirk Cousins. And the
Cleveland Browns are making steps towards not going 0-16 next year.
AFC
Eastern Division:

Northern Division

Southern Division:

Western Division

*Patriots: 9-7

Ravens: 10-6

Texans: 8-8

Broncos: 6-10

Jets: 6-10

Bengals: 5-11

Colts: 3-13

Chiefs: 8-8

Dolphins: 3-13

Steelers: 12-4

Titans: 9-7

Raiders: 5-11

Bills: 9-7

Browns: 4-12

Jaguars: 12-4

Chargers: 4-12

Additional Notes
The Chiefs sneak into the playoffs but are demolished in the Wild Card round by the
Steelers.
The Patriots are ranked low due to the loss of key players like Danny Amendola and Nate
Solder.
*Patriots win the division by beating the Bills in both their matchups.
NFC
Eastern Division:

Northern Division:

Southern Division:

West Division

Giants: 5-11

Packers: 10-6

Falcons: 8-8

49er’s: 12-4

Cowboys: 10-6

Vikings: 12-4

Saints: 11-5

Seahawks: 2-13

Eagles: 14-2

Bears: 3-13

Panthers: 6-10

Rams: 11-5

Redskins: 4-12

Lions: 7-9

Buccaneers: 3-13

Cardinals: 5-11

Additional Notes
The Cowboys will beat the Packers in the regular season and move into the Wild Card
round, only to be beaten by the Vikings.
In the other Wild Card match-up, the Rams will beat the Saints to move on to the
Divisional round. The Eagles make the Super Bowl once again to play against the
Jaguars.
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Sebastian Lennox

On Sunday, April 22, 7th grader (and Middleview writer!) Sebastian Lennox was on the NBC game show Genius Junior
hosted by Neil Patrick Harris. Did you know you had a star in
your midst?!? Find out more about the show and Sebastian’s
team here: https://www.nbc.com/genius-junior?nbc=1
https://www.nbc.com/genius-junior/credits/contestant/thefast-and-the-curious
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The Need for Safer Communities
by Shruti Shaji

Long Island
Science Congress-

South Middle students
competed at the Long Island Science Congress
on April 17, 2018. Congratulations to our scholars
for their hard work and innovation! See
Page 8 for more detailed science
success stories!

Hate Is Not the Answer
by Elena Zhang

In the halls of this school, on the streets of this town, and in the depths of
social media DMs. All around, there are creatures that lurk, waiting for a victim. This creature is hate. It’s in all of us. People’s lives are changed for the
worse or even ruined because of this creature. For their race, for their beliefs,
for their gender identity, or sexual orientation. That’s what I’m here to talk
about.
In today’s world people can believe in what they want, now more than ever.
With this, there will be more than just two sides of a blade. People’s beliefs will
drive them to action. Results of this can be acceptance and support or discrimination and hate crimes.
Picture a transgender woman (which means a man who became a woman)
is not allowed to use the women’s restroom at her school because the district
believes that a man who wants to be a woman is morally wrong. Well I can tell
you that it’s not. What about a woman who is ashamed to tell her family that
she's in love with another woman because her family is homophobic.
People can be who they want, meaning who they’re most comfortable
being. If a man wants to become a woman, well, then others should support
that woman, because there will be people who will not like what that woman
wants. And that’s the real challenge in all of this: changing people’s beliefs.
Certain religions may see a woman being with another woman as absurd,
and these views have shaped society into believing that heterosexuality is a
quote unquote “norm.” In reality, there is no norm. We are all different, but
every single person is unique. Look around a room and no one really has the
same face..
Who knows how this problem can be solved. Gay marriage is legalized in
the country, yet there are still people who will submit to the monster’s wishes.
Maybe we can just ignore the people who submit to the monster. Maybe we’ll
all wake up one day and suddenly those who were once against the thought
of a man being with another man has a change of heart and believes overwise. Of course, the latter will never happen.
Or maybe, just maybe, we as humans can push other humans to what we
believe is right. With our words, with our actions, with anything possible.
Movement can be made by further pushing on the fight for LGBTQ rights; all it
takes is people with the hearts and the minds to do so.
I am a member of this school’s GSA. If you support a person identifying as
neither male or female, well then that’s great. If you think that’s absurd, then
that’s your loss because I can tell you that expressing yourself is such a wonderful thing. The LGBTQ community is one big, loving, supportive family.
Being open and supportive is such a wonderful, amazing, and beautiful thing.
Just like the sign in Mr. DeSiano’s room: a closed mind is a great thing
to lose.

My concern is the need for safer school communities. Not in the way
of employing more security for our physical safety (although that is important in the wake of recent events). I’m talking about the blatant insults, the
gossip, the “that’s so gay” remarks people say almost automatically. I
guess it’s because there is a lack of acceptance or rather consideration in
our community. We don’t think of other people’s feelings, ideas, and differences. We only think of ourselves. The fact that, most of the time, we
don’t care about the true meaning of our words.We don’t think about the
things we say.

And it’s not a simple thing to change. I know it’s not easy trying to think
about every single word that comes out of our mouths. It’s not an automatic thing for most of us. We always say what we want whenever we
want. We have free speech. But we need to realize that our words have
effects on other people. That insults, gossip, and careless words hurt.
That other people do matter. That saying “that’s so gay” and “you can’t hit
a girl” implies that gay is stupid and girls are weak.

I’m not talking about silencing our opinions, about sugar coating our
words. We have words, we have minds, and we have opinions. It’s important that we can express ourselves. But using those words to hurt our
classmates isn’t right. We should start thinking before we talk and start
communicating with each other. Acceptance and understanding is needed
for safer school communities. I know change won’t happen in a blink of
the eye, but change is possible, if we just open our minds to the possibilities.

Move Your Classes Outdoors!
by Nicole Kam

The bell rings. It’s time for class. As you take your seats, you catch
yourself glancing out the window into the outdoors. There are very few
classes that take place outdoors. Outdoors can be a learning environment
just as indoors can be as well. Core classes, such as English, can easily
be moved outside at the teacher’s snap of fingers. But many teachers
don’t see the need in moving their classes outside. Most prefer the easiness of the board, whether a SmartBoard or an old-fashioned blackboard
with chalk. There are many things inside a classroom that make learning
and teaching much easier for students and teachers.

However, outdoor classes are easier to administer than most teachers
think. Although some precious things must be given up, such as the usefulness of a board, nothing will truly harm the students’ education. Giving
note sheets or other information beforehand can be done before class, or
before you go outside to teach. Even if you plan to simply give out an article, or do ELA/SAM prep, these can all easily be done outside.

Research supports my claim. Studies show that, at an eighth-grade
graduation, students were asked about their favorite middle-school experience in an open-ended survey question. Consistently, over 50 percent of
students talked about “outdoor school” as the high point of their middle
school career. It is simply more enjoyable and memorable to feel the fresh
air outdoors while learning about ecosystems or American history. Learning outside can give you a great opportunity to learn about the environment and about your local area. This is an important part of developing
students as responsible citizens that can be difficult to convey in the classroom, especially in subjects such as science.

This solution can be easily solved if only teachers had the time and patience to go outside at least once a week. Use of the outdoors makes a
major contribution to physical and environmental education and enhances
many other curriculum areas. It contributes to personal growth and social
awareness and develops skills for life and the world of work. If students
were able to learn outdoors more often, they would be able to develop important qualities needed in their future.

Kudos
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Farewell Editor-in-Chief
Dear Fellow Students,

It has been incredible to write for this newspaper for three years, even though it feels
like I started just yesterday. I encourage all sixth and seventh graders to join Middleview next year because we can always use strong writers on our paper. Writing about
what you are passionate about can help you develop ideas, and Middleview is a great
place to do just that.
To the sixth graders, your journey through South Middle school is just beginning
and seventh grade is a lot to look forward to. In seventh grade you will be able to join
sports and at the end of this year, you even get to sign up for a chance to get into HTV.
To the seventh graders, next year you will be the oldest in the building and have
even more opportunities. You will have the chance to join electives, become Peer Leaders, and be a member of other exciting programs.
To my fellow eighth graders, and future ninth graders, next year we will be starting high school. Even now, I know there will be many things to look forward to in this
new school and that our teachers have prepared us well.
So, I would like to thank you all for reading our final edition of Middleview for the year,
my last issue, and to thank everyone who wrote for our paper this year. I would also like
to thank Mrs. Dervin and Mrs. Klein for supervising this great newspaper and for encouraging us to write about what we care about, always.
Sincerely,

Alexander Voses
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Thanks to Mr.
D’Angelo & Mr.
DeSiano, the entire staff, and students for making
this a fabulous
week!

On Saturday, March 24, 2018,
people convened at Jonathan
Ielpi Park on Grace Avenue to
speak out against gun violence and to speak for the
beauty and sanctity of our
community. South High
School’s Talia Katz delivered
a moving speech to the
crowds. Eighth grader Eden
Katz was demonstrating her
social activism as well.
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Science Research Success
by Mr. Hatten

On March 15, Great Neck South Middle School Science Research students earned third
place and honorable mention awards at the Long Island Science and Engineering Fair. This is
a high level science competition which is affiliated with the Broadcom MASTERS™ National
Middle School Science and Engineering Competition.
The students were led by the science research teacher, Mr. Brian Pernice, who inspired,
guided and coached his students to these incredible results. At this science competition, over
250 students from across Long Island presented and communicated their research to science specialists through a display board and oral presentation.
After compiling scoring feedback from the judges, the Great Neck South team of Katrina
Chou, Emily Ramirez and Lydia Wang finished near the top with their project, The Effect of
Music on Heart Rate. In their research the students investigated the question Which genre
of music changes heart rate the most? Through careful data collection and analysis, the students found that music as a whole decreases heart rate, but heavy metal music had the least
effect and classical had the greatest effect on decreasing one’s heart rate.
Jansen Wong earned a third place finish for his investigation on the effect of using consumer drinks on radish plant growth. He did this investigation as a means to reduce liquid
waste and re-purpose it. Through multiple trials he was able to discover that coffee improved
plant growth considerably.
Congratulations to the science research students for their excellent work and may it be a
springboard to solving the challenges of tomorrow. Also, thank you to the mentors and science teachers for achieving and inspiring students towards excellence in research.

